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Creating a workspace—anyCreating a workspace—any
place, the compact Soma Liftplace, the compact Soma Lift
Desk easily adjusts forDesk easily adjusts for
comfortable standing or seatedcomfortable standing or seated
use. With the touch of ause. With the touch of a
pneumatic lever, the desktoppneumatic lever, the desktop
glides up or down between 29-glides up or down between 29-
42”H.42”H.
H: 29" x H: 29" x W: 35" x W: 35" x D: 20"D: 20"

Hidden behind its meticulouslyHidden behind its meticulously
handcrafted doors, the Intervalhandcrafted doors, the Interval
7247 Cabinets by BDI conceal a7247 Cabinets by BDI conceal a
host of integrated featureshost of integrated features
supporting a full home theatersupporting a full home theater
system. Interval 7247 can stagesystem. Interval 7247 can stage
up to a 70" TV.up to a 70" TV.
H: 27" x H: 27" x W: 66" x W: 66" x D: 20"D: 20"

Interval 7249 boasts uniqueInterval 7249 boasts unique
louvered doors that feature half-louvered doors that feature half-
lap jointed hardwood whichlap jointed hardwood which
provide a str iking design detail,provide a str iking design detail,
but also a benefit in providingbut also a benefit in providing
acoustic transparency. It holds aacoustic transparency. It holds a
TV up to 80"TV up to 80"
H: 27" x H: 27" x W: 78" x W: 78" x D: 20"D: 20"

BDI’s new Interval ConsoleBDI’s new Interval Console
features unique louvered doorsfeatures unique louvered doors
with a half- lap jointed hardwoodwith a half- lap jointed hardwood
design. The gorgeous tall- legdesign. The gorgeous tall- leg
design is ideal as a storagedesign is ideal as a storage
solution for entryways, dining orsolution for entryways, dining or
living spaces.living spaces.
H: 32" x H: 32" x W: 61" x W: 61" x D: 16"D: 16"

With a clean look and strongWith a clean look and strong
architectural lines, Stiletto addsarchitectural lines, Stiletto adds
dramatic contrast to any wall.dramatic contrast to any wall.
Alone or grouped as a system,Alone or grouped as a system,
this shelf can be configured inthis shelf can be configured in
multiple ways, while keeping amultiple ways, while keeping a
slim profileslim profile
H: 82" x H: 82" x W: 0" x W: 0" x D: 14"D: 14"

https://www.highpointmarket.org/www.bdipress.com
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BDI Unveils Stiletto Shelving at Spr ing High Point MarketBDI Unveils Stiletto Shelving at Spr ing High Point Market

BDI Introduces the Interval Collection of Home Entertainment Cabinets and ConsolesBDI Introduces the Interval Collection of Home Entertainment Cabinets and Consoles

BDI Showcases the Compact Soma Lift Desk at Spr ing High Point MarketBDI Showcases the Compact Soma Lift Desk at Spr ing High Point Market

BDI Supports Humanitar ian Aid Efforts in UkraineBDI Supports Humanitar ian Aid Efforts in Ukraine
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